Teach Peace Prints
Cyanotype Workshop Description

Contact
Katama Murray
Teach Peace Prints LLC
207-812-5107
katamamurray@gmail.com
www.teachpeaceprints.com

Workshop Title
Intro to Cyanotype Printing

3 hours

Description
Explore the creative possibilities within the cyanotype printing process to create one of a kind prints! Learn the basics of capturing shadows through sun printing on both fabric and paper, utilizing different application and exposure techniques for all levels of experience. Dive into the realm of this photographic printmaking method through hands-on experimentation and investigation. Participants will learn the basics of cyanotype printing throughout the seasons, as well as tips for achieving unique results with a variety of objects in our geographical location. This class combines an amalgamation of printmaking, photography, and fiber processes, thereby offering a realm of possibilities that allow for full exploration!

Material List / Instructor Memo

Please note that all materials (paper, fabric, solution, etc.) will be provided for the class, however, I encourage you to bring some of your own materials to print with! I will supply a collection of foraged and purchased objects (evergreens, seaweed, dried plants, glass jars, netting, etc.) but there are SO many other things that possess intriguing qualities (shape, texture, dimensionality, translucency) to experiment with that can be gathered year round. Keep in mind that flatter objects work best for this process, but taller and rounder things can be just as fun to utilize. Household and natural objects alike yield interesting images, including things like feathers, plants, knit or mesh fabrics, and plants. Bring some along for yourself or others to try! Some of the most engaging patterns and forms dwell in the most ordinary things...